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The relationship between the computational complexity of r.e. sets and of total orders 
on the sets is investigated. Total orders inherit some complexity properties from the fields 
over which they are defined, but also may be arbitrarily complex or have speedups in- 
dependently of the field. This suggests that the total order structure itself possesses the 
complexity properties. Different complexity properties hold for total orders of different 
order types. In particular, whether the total order has a least or greatest element determines 
whether the complexity properties hold almost everywhere or infinitely often. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The computational complexity of partial recursive functions was first investigated in 
an abstract setting by Rabin [12] and Hartmanis and Stearns [8]. Blum [l] established the 
axiomatic approach used today in many investigations. Young [14] made a preliminary 
examination of the complexity of enumeration procedures, looking at the rate of enumera- 
tion of recursively enumerable (r.e.) sets rather than at the cost of recognizing the member- 
ship of each element of such sets. In this paper we examine the computational complexity 
of certain structures on r.e. sets, using as our measure of complexity the cost of recognition 
of the structural components. 
In the following discussion let A be an infinite r.e. set. We will look at certain structures: 
members of the set F(A) of r.e. total orders (complete, transitive, asymmetric relations) 
on A. We consider a set to be almost everywhere (a.e.) complex whenever all recognition 
algorithms for A run for a long time on almost all arguments. Similarly A is infinitely 
often (i.o.) complex if this is true for infinitely many arguments. An r.e. total order, being 
a recursively enumerable set of ordered pairs, can also be a.e. or i.o. complex. 
The question we ask is, “what is the relationship between the complexity of A and the 
complexity of elements of F(A) ?” One relationship is readily seen to hold: if A is very 
complex then all r.e. total orders on A are complex. The question of real interest is, 
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“are there highly complex total orders on the simplest of sets ?“, If so, then the total order 
structure itself is seen to possess the complexity. In Section 2 we show that the answer to 
this question is “yes” in a variety of ways. Because of this variety, we have to consider 
equivalence classes of isomorphic total orders, called order types. 
We first show that certain order types can be very complex:there are open ended total 
orders on A, having no least or greatest element, that are a.e. very complex. We then 
show that open endedness is a necessary property here, and ask what happens when we 
relax the a.e. requirement. We find that there are total orders of any r.e. order type that are 
i.o. complex. We find it necessary to divide the class of total orders into two groups, those 
which split their fields into two infinite pieces, and those which are related to order type 
w. We provide quite different constructions for the two cases. This correspondence 
between an algebraic concept of structure and the complexity theoretic notions of a.e. 
versus i.o. complexity echoes the discussion of Blum and Gill [A. They are concerned 
with making a distinction between one’s ability to prove functions i.o. complex and to 
prove them a.e. complex. 
The notion of functions with a property called speedup, equivalent to the notion of 
possessing no fastest program, was made precise by Blum [I]. Meyer and Fischer [9] 
extended Blum’s result to display functions spedup by total effective operators. Young [15] 
used the powerful tools developed in [l, 91 to show that a tremendous speedup in the 
rate of enumeration of some r.e. sets can be obtained by changing the order of enumeration 
of the sets. 
In Section 3, we investigate speedup properties of total orders. The results are analogous 
to those of Section 2. We first show that if A has i.o. speedups then every closed ended 
total order inherits this property. We do not do this directly but rather use as a tool the 
notion of subcreativity developed by Blum and Marquis [2]. Next we show that open 
ended total orders can possess arbitrarily large a.e. speedups, and that open endedness 
is essential. Then we show that there are total orders of any r.e. order type that possess 
i.o. speedups, providing two different constructions here also. We use the ,basic approach 
of [9, 151 but find it too cumbersome for our purpose. We turn to the Strong Operator 
Recursion Theorem of Case [3] for a tool to simplify the speedup construction. In this 
way we are able to avoid the indirect use of sequences of bounding functions whose 
deferred definition using the recursion theorem makes the proofs of [9, 151 difficult to 
understand. 
Let N be the set of natural numbers. A, B, C, D and E range over subsets of N. Lower 
case Roman letters, except f, g, h, p and Y, range over N. I?, denotes the empty set. 
$ and IJI range over partial recursive functions. f, g, h, p, r, p, u and r] range over recursive 
functions. F and G range over operators on the partial recursive functions. If T(X) is 
undefined we adopt the convention that 1,4(x) < p)(x). Let 4 be a fixed recursive bijection 
from N x N onto N, and abbreviate n(x, y) as (x, y). (x, y)R is (y, x). Let {cpi}islu be an 
acceptable numbering [13] of the partial recursive functions. Wi , the ith r.e. set is by 
definition domain vi . Define 97’(n) = {X / vi(x) = n}; if vi is l-1 then we sometimes 
write “p;‘(n) = x” and treat ~JJ;’ as a partial recursive function. If r is a recursive func- 
tion of two variables then we write r 0 # for hxr(x, #(x)). Let D, be the finite set with 
canonical index x. A = *B if A = B except for a finite number of exceptions. 
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A measure of computation [1] for {qi> is a sequence of partial recursive functions 
PAeN satisfying 
1. (Vi G N) [domain vi = domain @J, and 
2. {(i, x, y) 1 dii(x) = y} is recursive. 
Henceforth let Q, be some fixed measure of computation. (VW x) and a.e. are abbreviations 
for (39, (Vx 2 Y); (3” > x an i.o. are abbreviations for (‘v’y), (3x > y). The recognition d 
of Wi is said to be a.e. more complex than # (Recog Wi > $ a.e.) if domain 4 3 Wi and 
(V,)[W, = wi 5 (Px E Wj)[@j(X) > $qx)]]. w e similarly talk of Wi being i.o. more 
complex than #. 
We identify pairs of integers with their encoding via (., .). A x B is {(a, b) j (E E A & 
DEB}. A relation on A is a subset of A xA. A*A=((x,y)\x,y~A&x#y]. 
R and 5’ range over relations. R is a partial order on A if R is a relation on A which is 
1. Transitive: (VX, y, z)[(x, y), (y, z) E R =) (x, z) E R], and 
2. Asymmetric: (VX, y)[(x, y) E R * (y, x) $ R]. 
R is a total order on A if R is a partial order on A and R is complete, i.e. (V(x, y j E A * L4) 
[(x, y) E R or (y, x) E R]. R-l = {(y, x) 1 (x,y) E R). The field of R, .9(R), is 
Ix I (~Y)[(x, Y> E R or <Y, x> E RI). S is an extension of R if R C S. x is an R-predecessor 
(R-successor) of y is (x, y) E R ((y, x) E R). Total orders R and A and S on B are 
recursively isomorphic if there is a l-l partial recursive # with domain A and range B 
such that (VX, y E A)[(x, y) E R 9 (4(x), 4(y)) GYJ; we say in this case that R is 
recursively isomorphic to S via +. Recursive isomorphism is an equivalence relation, and 
we call its equivalence classes (recursive) order types. w denotes the order type or ordinary 
< on N. If d is an order type, h-l denotes the order type of R-l, where R E 01. If a and /3 
are order types then CL + p denotes the order type of {(x, y) 1 (x, y) E R or [x E A &y E B] 
or (x, y) E S}, where F(R) = A, F(S) = 23, R E CL, SE& and An B = 0. An order 
type is r.e. if it contains an r.e. total order. Crossley [6] has shown that any r.e. total order 
is, in fact, recursive, so we can call an r.e. order type a recursive order type with justifica- 
tion. However, we often use the former name to emphasize the lack of restrictions. 
Any unexplained notation is from [ 131. 
2. COMPLEXITY PHENOMENA 
Before we become involved in showing that total order structures can themselves be 
very complex, we consider briefly whether they inherit complexity from their fields. 
Intuition suggests that if a set A is hard to recognize then total orders on A cannot be 
easily recognized, and in fact we show that in some sense total orders do inherit com- 
plexity. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. There is a recursive function r with the followiq property: If A is an 
infinite r.e. set and $I is partial recursive function for which domain 9 2 A, then Recog 
A > r 0 z,b a.e. implies 
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Proof. Let p be a recursive function that converts recognizers of total orders into 
recognizers of their fields. That is, for every e E iV, IVOce, = {X 1 ($y)[(x, Y) E W, or 
(y, X) E W,]}. Now let Y’ be a recursive function such that 
y’(e, x, 4 = @p(e)(~), if (F ,< x)Pe(<x, y)) = z or @&(y, 2)) = z]; 
= 0, otherwise, 
Let Y be a recursive function monotonically increasing in its second argument for which 
y(x, 4 3 m=,s, r’(e, X, z). It is an easy exercise to show that Y is the required function. 
Q.E.D. 
We now turn to the more interesting question of whether total order structures can be 
inherently complex. If RA is an r.e. total order on an infinite r.e. set A, let x and y be 
distinct elements of A and consider the problem of recognizing whether (x, y) or (y, x) 
is in RA . In general the problem may require substantial calculation; perhaps an inspection 
of the relationships of x and y to many other elements of A will be involved, and these 
calculations themselves might be lengthy. That this appears to be a difficult problem 
suggests we try to show that the membership problem for some RA is complex (a.e.). 
Consider, however, the situation where there is an R,-least element, a, . In this case, 
given that x E A(x # a,), we know easily that <as , x) is an element of R, . Thus in this 
case we might find it more difficult to construct an a.e. complex total order on A. 
If the elements of an r.e. order type OL have no least or greatest elements, we can 
construct arbitrarily a.e. complex total orders of order type 01 on any infinite r.e. set A. 
Suppose we are given a partial recursive $ whose domain contains A * A. No matter 
how large the values of z,4 are we can construct an r.e. total order R, on A whose recogni- 
tion algorithms take more steps than # a.e. Theorem 2.3 below provides that not only is 
R, a.e. complex but any r.e. total order extending R, is a.e. complex on the field of RA . 
DEFINITION 2.2. A total order R is open ended edf there is no R-least or R-greatest 
element. 
An r.e. order type 01 is open ended edf there is a member of a which is open ended. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose A is an injinite r.e. set, 01 is an open ended r.e. order type, and # 
is partial recursive with domain # 2 A * A. Then there is an e such that 
1. W, is a total order on A of order type ol; and 
2. (Vi)[ Wi is a total order extending W, =z- (P(x, y) E W,) [Qpi((x, y)) > #((x, y))]]. 
The index e can be eflectively found from indices for A, I/, and some total order of order 
type 01. 
Proof. Suppose the hypotheses. Let a, , a, ... be an effective enumeration of A without 
repetitions. Let RN be an r.e. total order on N of order type 0~. 
We will define in stages a recursive 1-l function u from N onto A and an r.e. total 
order RA on A isomorphic to R, via (J. With W, = RA we will be able to establish the 
theorem. At stage s of the construction we will decide where a, goes in the total order by 
finding its a-preimage in N. 
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In the construction we may have to cancel a potential index e for R, by putting into R, 
a pair ( y, x) such that (x, y) is in W, . 
Let (I~ = @. 
Stage s in the Definition of u 
Let C” = {(ai , a,), (a,, ai) 1 i < s}. Since Cs C A * A, # is defined on C”. Find the 
least uncancelled j < s, if any, such that there is an x E Cs for which Qj(x) < $(.x). 
If no such j exists, let k be the least number not in domain us . Let (~,$+i = (T, u 
((<k, a,)}. Go to stage s + 1. (Thus u(k) = a, .) 
Otherwise, let x be the least such element of C”, say x: = (ai , a,) (alt. (a,, a,;). Find 
the first u not in domain us such that (u, ~;‘(a~)) E R, (alt.(u;‘(ai), u) E Rh,). Note that 
there is such an element because there is no RN-least (alt. RN-greatest) element. Let 
us+1 = cr, u {(u, a,)j, cancel j, and go to stage s + 1. (Thus u(u) = u,~ . The effect of 
this is to put (a, , ai) (alt. (ai , a,)) into R, if x = (ai , a,<‘> (alt. (a, , a,: ).) 
END construction. 
Let u = (JncN un. 
By the construction u is clearly l-l, partial recursive, and onto A. We claim that u is 
recursive. For suppose, by way of contradiction, that i is the least number such that u(i) 
is not defined. At some stage i becomes the least number not in domain uli , and thereafter 
we always have the “otherwise” case and a cancellation. Since at each subsequent stage 
we consider only one new index for cancellation and cancel at least one index, only a 
finite number of indices remains forever uncancelled. However, there are infinitely many 
indices for @, the empty set, and none of these is even cancelled, a contradiction. Thus u 
is total. 
Let & = {<u(x), U(Y)> I 0, Y> E Rd. R, is an r.e. total order on A isomorphic to R, . 
Let e be an index of R, . A standard proof shows that e is the desired index. QED. 
The Rabin-Blum theorem [12, l] states that there are arbitrarily a.e. complex partial 
recursive functions. Paul Morris [l l] has observed that from a strong form of the Rabin- 
Blum theorem a result in recursion theory due to Case [4] and Morris [IO] easily follows: 
Any partial recursive I/ with domain A is extensible to some partial recursive @ with r.e. 
domain B 1 A if and only if (B - A) is r.e. Analogously we derive from the complexity 
result of Theorem 2.3 a special case of a recursion theoretic result of Case [5]. ilny r.e. 
total order on an r.e. set A is extensible to some r.e. total order on an r.e. set B 3_ -4 if and 
only if (B - A) is r.e. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose A is an infinite r.e. set, and LY is an open ended r.e. order type. 
Then there exists R, an r.e. total order on A of order type LY, such that for every r.e. B 2 il 
R is extensible to an r.e. total order on B if and only if B _ A is r.e. 
Proof. (t) is straightforward [6]. 
(3) Suppose the hypothesis. Suppose j is an r.e. index for A * A. Let Z/J = dij and 
use Theorem 2.3 to obtain R, the r.e. total order on A. Suppose W, is a total order ex- 
tending R. We need to show that (9( WJ - A) is r.e. 
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From Theorem 2.3 we have : .that Qi((x,y)) > gj((x,y)) a.e. on R, say for 
<x,y) > n. Let a, E A. Define C, = {x j (3, a,} E Wi and (x, a,,} > n and 
@A<% %>) > @)i(@, %>>I, and let C, be defined similarly using (us , x) instead of 
(x, as). These two sets are r.e. We claim that (F(WJ - A) = *(Cl u CT,). 
Clearly (C, U Ca) C *(9(Wi) - A). Suppose x E (P( Wi) - A), and (x, a,,> E Wi , 
(x, a,) > n. Then, since Qi((x, aa)) diverges, we have x E C, . Similarly, when (a, , X} E 
Wi , x E C, . Only a finite number of pairs have been excluded. Thus (F( Wi) - A) C 
*(cl u G!>. Q.E.D. 
As was suggested, earlier, there are total orders which cannot be arbitrarily a.e. more 
complex than their fields. We show that for every infinite r.e. set A there is a recursive 
function r which bounds the recognition complexity of infinitely many elements of non- 
open ended total orders on A. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If W, is inJinite there is a recursive function r with the following 
property: Whenever R is an r.e. total order on We which is not open ended, there is an index e’ 
for R such that 
(3” (x9 Y> E R)Pd<x, Y)) d r(<x, r>)l- 
Proof. Suppose W, is infinite. We first prove the result for total orders with a least 
element. 
Let A be an infinite recursive’subsef of W,’ . There exists arecursive function p such that 
W p(e,nj = {(n, a) 1 a E A and a # n} u We . There is a recursive r; such that 
rXn, e, (x9 y)) = @de.d((x, Y)h if x=nhx#yhyEA; 
= ,O? otherwise. 
Let rd.5 Y> = m=d<E,v) L r’ (n, e, (x, y)). ,Then rL is recursive. 
Suppose We is a total order on We with a W&east element n. Clearly W, C WO~S,n) . 
Suppose (x, y) E WD(pSn) . If x # n or y 4 A, then (x, y) E: W, . Otherwise, (x, y) = 
(n, a) for some a E A. Again (x, y) E W,; hence, WOcS,,,, = W, . 
Also for (n, a) 3 max{n, 8} such ,,that n # a and a E A, r,((n, a)) > rL(n, Z, 
(n, 4) = @oe.d<nt 4). Th ere are infinitely many a E A such that (n, a) > max{n, .G} 
and n # a. Let e’ = p(Z, n). 
Similarly there is a recursive function rG bounding recognition complexities in total 
orders with greatest elements. Then r = max(r, , rG) is the desired function. Q.E.D. 
Suppose R is an w-type total order on A that is induced by some effective enumeration 
of A, that is, the elements of A are arranged in the order of their appearance in the 
in the enumeration. Using the techniques above one can show that the recognition com- 
plexity of R is bounded above almost everywhere by some recursive function. 
It is thus not possible to have a.e. complex total orders of any order type. What happens 
when the a.e. requirement is weakened ? We now show. that one can have i.o. complex 
total orders of any r.e. order, type. Total orders that split their fields into two infinite 
pieces are first considered. 
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DEFINITION 2.6. Let R be an r.e. total order on an infinite r.e. set A. We say that R 
splits A -+G (3~ E ANix I (x, 4 E RI and (y 1 (a,~>- E R} are both infinite]. An r.e. 
order type OL is splitting edf there is a member of a which splits its field. 
Given an infinite r.e. set A and a partial recursive function 3 whose domain contains 
A * ,4 we can construct a total order of any splitting order type on A which is i.o. harder 
to recognize than #. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose A is an infinite r.e. set, 01 is a splitting order type, and partial 
recursive # is such that domain # > A * A. Then there exists an index e such that 
1. W, is a total order of order type 01 on A; and 
2. (Vi)[Wi a total order extending W, * (3”(x, y) E W,) [Qi((x, y)) > $((x, y))]]. 
The index e can be effectively found from indices for A, #, and some total order of order 
type 01. 
Proof. Suppose the hypothesis. Let a,, , a, ,... be an effective enumeration of A without 
repetitions. Let R, be any r.e. total order on N which splits N, say at n, . We will define 
in stages a recursive bijection (T from N onto A, and an r.e. total order R, on A isomorphic 
to R, via u. W, = RA will be the desired set. 
At stages of the construction we will decide upon which side of the split point a, will be. 
Let u,(n,) = a, . 
Stage s > 0 in the Definition of o 
Let Cs = ((a a , a,), (a, , a,)). Find the least uncancelled e < s, if any, such that 
there is an x E Cs for which Q,(x) < +(x). S ince domain I/J I A * A this search is finite. 
If no such e is found, let k be the least element of N such that a,-,(k) is not yet defined. 
Let (se = ug-r u {(k, a,)}. Go to stage s + 1. (Thus a(k) = a,). 
Otherwise we have two cases: 
Case 1. x = ( a, , a,). In this case find an element of RN of the form (w, n,} for 
which a,-r(w) is not defined. We know that there is such a pair since R, splits N at no . 
Let us = u,-r u {(w, a,)}, cancel e, and go to stage s + 1. (Thus u(w) = a, and R, will 
contain (a, , aa>. Therefore, if W, is a total order, then R, g W, .) 
Case 2. s = (a,, a&. 
Find an element of R, of the form (no, w) for which u,-,(w) is not defined. Let u, =-= 
u,+r U {(w, a,)). Cancel e, go to stage s + 1. 
END construction. 
Let u = UnsN un . 
Using the techniques of Theorem 2.3 we can show that u is a recursive bijection of N 
onto -4. Let R, = {(a(x), cr(y)) / (x, y) E RN}. R, is an r.e. total order on A isomorphic 
to R, which has the desired properties. Q.E.D. 
Having shown the i.o. complexity property for splitting order types we now turn to the 
other r.e. order types. Case [5] has shown 
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LEMMA 2.8. Suppose R is an r.e. total order on an in.nite r.e. set A. Then the following 
two statements are equivalent. 
(i) R does not split A. 
(ii) R has order type w + w-1, w + n, or 12 + w-l for some n E W. 
Thus, having proven Theorem 2.7, we have merely to establish the i.o. complexity 
result for the w related order types. We construct an i.o. complex total order of order 
type w and comment that the other cases are easy corollaries. 
The construction for order type w is a zero injury priority argument, or what has been 
called a wait and see argument. The problem is that we are not always free to cancel an 
offending index by giving an element of the field a predecessor because we need to construct 
a total order in which each element has only finitely many predecessors. The priority 
scheme balances out the conflicting requirements. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose A is an infinite r.e. set and partial recursive q5 is such that 
domain # 1 A * A. Then there exists an index e such that 
1. W, is a total order of order type w on A; and 
2. (Vi)[ W, is a total order extending W, 3 (w? Y> E We) Pii((X, Y> > #((x, Y>)ll* 
The index e is eflectively obtained as before. 
Proof. Suppose the hypothesis. Let a,, a, ,... be an effective enumeration of A without 
repetitions. We use a priority scheme to obtain an r.e. total order R on A of order type w. 
The cancellation of an index j, if necessary, takes priority over the need to limit the 
number of R-predecessors of ai when ai > j; whereas, the need to limit the number 
of R-predecessors of ai takes priority (in case of conflict) over the need to cancel j when 
ai < j. In the construction R, refers to the finitely much of R known at the beginning 
of stage s. 
Stage s in the Construction of R 
Let C* = {(ai , a,), (a,, ai) 1 i < s}. Find the least uncancelled e < s, if any, such 
that there exists an x E C8 for which @Jx) < #(x) and Case 1 or Case 2 below holds. 
In no such e exists, we add a, to the end of the total order heretofore constructed. 
Formally, let R,,, = R,u(<a,,a,)/i<s}.GotoStages+l. 
Otherwise, let x be the least such number in C*. 
Case 1. x = (a, , ah) for some k. In this case we can cancel e by adding a, to the end 
of the total order as above, i.e., we let R,+I = R, u {(ai , a,} 1 i < s}, cancel e, and go 
tostages+ 1. 
Case 2. x = (al,, a,) for some k and (Vj)[[j = k or (ak , aj> E RJ * aj > e]. 
In this case the need to cancel e takes priority over the need to limit the number of 
R-predecessors of the ai’s. If R, looks like ---- aBajl *+. u,~, then R,+l will look like 
--- asakajl ... ain , where ak > e and a,? > e for i = l,..., n. Formally, we let R,,, = 
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R, U {(aj , a,) / (aj , a*) E R,) U {(a, , ai) ( j = k or (ak , aj> E RJ, cancel e, and go to 
stages + 1. 
END construction. 
Let R = uneN R, . 
We first show that R is an r.e. total order on A of order type w. Clearly R is an r.e. 
total order on A since at stage s we insert a, into the total order and form the transitive 
closure. We need to show that every element of A has only finitely many R-predecessors. 
For every j E N, at the stage when aj is added to F(R), uj receives only finitely many 
R-predecessors. Subsequently, uj receives R-predecessors when case 2 occurs, and at 
most uj of them, since there are only uj numbers e < aj . Therefore, uj has only finitely 
many R-predecessors. 
R has the desired properties. The proof is standard and is left to the reader. Q.E.D. 
We now extend this result to order types w + 7t, w + w-r and 12 $ w-l. First we show 
LEMMA 2.10. If there is an r.e. total order R of order type a! which has the property 
that any total order extension of R is i.o. complex, then there are such r.e. total orders of order 
type (y. + n, for any n E w, and of order type a + 01-l. 
Proof. Suppose the hypothesis. Suppose A is an infinite r.e. set and partial recursive 
function $ has domain containing A * A. If n > 0 let a, , a, ,..., a,-, , b, , bI ,... be an 
effective enumeration of A without repetition. There exists recursive p such that 
W o(p,n) = W, , if n = 0; 
= W,U{(u,,uj)~O~i<j~n--l) 
u{(bi,uj)/iEN~O<j<n-l), if n > 0. 
The lemma is true if n = 0 since a: + 0 = (Y. Suppose n > 0. Let B = A - {a, ,..., 
a,-I). B is an infinite r.e. set. Since domain $2 B * B there is an e such that W, is a 
total order on B of order type OL all of whose total order extensions are i.o. more complex 
than 4. Then W,,ts,la) is a total order extending W, . Also Wp(e,n) is a total order on A of 
order type a + n. If Wj is a total order extending WD(e,n) then Wj > W, . Therefore, 
@A+, Y)) > $(<x, Y)) for infinitely many 6, r> E Wde.d . 
This establishes the lemma for order types (y. + n. The proof is similar for order type 
01 + 01-l, except that A is split into two infinite r.e. sets. Q.E.D. 
All of the constructions used can be turned around so that results for order type OL are 
easily seen to hold for a-l. Thus we have 
COROLLARY 2.11. If A is an infinite r.e. set and 4 partial recursive has domain containing 
A * A, then for r.e. order type ti there is an e such that 
I. W, is a total order on A of order type ol; and 
2. (Vi)[W, is a total order extending W, * (ZF(x, y) E W,) [Gi((x, y)) > #((x, y})]]. 
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We conclude that total order structures can themselves be very complex. Open ended 
total orders can be a.e. complex. However, if the location in the ordering of just one 
element of the field is known (as an end point), then the a.e. complexity property no 
longer holds. Also, any r.e. total order structure can be i.o. very complex. 
3. SPEEDUP PHENOMENA 
A recursive function f is said to have F speed-up a.e. for some operator F if for any 
program for computing f (with index i), there is another program for computing f (with 
index j) which works in a vastly more efficient manner on almost all arguments, in 
particular CDi > F(@J a.e. In [l] Blum proved the first speed-up result of this type for 
operators on the form F,.(v) = r 0 y for recursive Y. Meyer and Fischer [9] gave a speed-up 
result for total effective operators. Young [15] explored speed-ups of the enumeration of 
sets by changing the order in which the set is enumerated. In this section we explore the 
relationships between recognition speed-ups on infinite r.e. sets A and on elements of 
F(A). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let F be an operator, A an infinite r.e. set. 
(a) A has F speed-up a.e. odi (Vi)[W, = A => (3,) [W, = A and (V% f A) 
bwx) > w5x4lll~ 
(b) A has F speed-up i.o. edi (Vi)[Wi = A => (&) [Wj = A and (PXE A) 
P&> > FP~3)(~)111~ 
(C) F iS tOtd *df (vi)[yi recursive 3 F(~J~) is recursive]. 
(d) F is domain preserwing *dt (Vi)[domain F(q+) 1 domain ~~1. 
(e) F is eflective 9 df (3 recursive g) (‘di)[fl(pi) = %(i)]m 
(f) F is monotone edf ($4, $’ partial recursive) [# ,< #’ a.e. * Ii’(#) <F(#‘) a.e.1. 
Observe that if F is domain preserving thenF is total. 
First we show that some of the speedup on A can be inherited by some total orders on A. 
We use the tools developed by Blum and Marques [2]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. (a) A is subcreative edf A is r.e. and there exists a recursive -- 
function 6 with the property that for every index j there is an x in W, A A or in Wj U A 
for which WsG) = A u (x}. 
(b) An r.e. set A is eflectiwely speedable +dr given any i such that Wi = A and any 
recursive function h, there exists an integer j (effectively found from i and an index for h) 
with the property that Wj = A and (3x E A)[QScZ) > h 0 @,p,(,)]. 
In other words A is effectively speedable if it has arbitrarily large effective i.o. speedups. 
Bhu-n has shown [2] 
THEOREM. A set A is efiectively speedable o A is subcreative. 
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We show that subcreativity is inherited by closed ended total orders. 
THEOREM 3.3. A subcreative 3 every closed ended r.e. total order on A is subcreative 
Proof. Suppose that A is subcreative with subproductive function 6. Let R be an r.e. 
total order on A with R-least element x0 . There is a recursive function p such that for 
everv e 
W de) = {Y I (x0 ) Y> E wei. 
--- 
By hypothesis, for every e, WsOp(e) = A u {x1) w h ere xi E WOce, n A or xl E W,,te, u A. 
In the first case <x0, xl) E W, n R and R u ((x0 , x1)} = R u {(x, , y> 1 y E W80p(B)}. 
In the second case (x, , x1) E W, u R and R u {(x, , y> / y E WsOOce,} is again R u 
{<.Y,, , .x1 \,. ’ Let (J be a recursive function such that 
K(i) z R U {<%I 7 Yi ! Y E Waop(j)I. 
Then W:tj, =- R u {(x, , x)} where (x, , x} E Wj r\ R or (x0, x) E Wj U R. Thus 0 is 
a subproductive function for R, and R is subcreative. A similar proof is used when there 
is an R-greatest element. Q.E.D. 
We can conclude that if A is effectively speedable then closed ended r.e total orders on 
A inherit the effective sppedability. An open question is whether open ended total orders 
inherit speedup properties. Also it is not known whether any total orders inherit a.e. 
speedup properties. 
M’e now show that open ended total order structures can possess a.e. speedups no 
matter how easily the field can be recognized. Thus such a structure can, in the strongest 
sense, have no fastest program even when it is defined on N, which in some measures has 
a very fast fastest recognition program. 
In order to make the proof shorter and more readable, we use the Strong Operator 
Recursion Theorem (SORT) due to Case [3]. 
LEMMA 3.4. If G is a recursive operator then there is a recursive, monotone increasing 
function h such that for all n and x 
w&) = W)(n, 4 
With the SORT we are able to avoid the necessity of using a sequence of bounding 
functions in the construction which are later defined with the recursion theorem. 
THEOREM. 3.5. Let A be an infkite r.e. set, 01 an r.e. open ended total order, and F a 
domain preserving e#ective operator. Then there is an r.e. total order R, on A of order type N 
which possesses an a.e. speedup property: (Vi)[ Wi is an r.e. total order extending R, z- (Zij) 
[W, = R,d and (V”(x, y) E RJ[@(((x, y)) > F(Qj)((x, y))]]. The construction of R,, is 
eflective in indices for A, F and a total order on N of order type LY. 
Proof. Let a, , a, . . . . be an effective enumeration of A without repetitions. Let f be an 
recursi\-e function such that, for all i, F(Y~) = qrti) . Let R, be an r.e. total order on N 
of order type a. Let {Ei}iGN be a canonical enumeration of all l-l functions with finite 
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domain and range in A, chosen so that E, is the empty function. Let C8 = {(aa , a,s), 
(&,4> I i -=c 4. 
The construction will define, using the SORT, a recursive function t by enumerating 
an r.e. set Wt(U,o) in stages. At stage s we will define a singleton function a:UIW> = 
{(n, a,>} for some n which is the preimage of a, in N, and thus will fix the position m the 
total order RA of a,. At this time we will enumerate into Wtc,,,, s pairs involving a,, 
where for i < s we enumerate (ai, a,) or (a,, ai). Then, if crlU,u) = UaoN a:,,,) , t will 
be a recursive function for which Wt(U,u) = {(u~~,~,(x), ucU,,,(y)) 1 (x,y) E RN}. 
For certain choices of u and PI, ucU,o) will be a recursive bijection of N onto A, in which 
case Wi(U,v) will be an r.e. total order on A isomorphic to RN via a(,,,) . RA will be Wt(O,O) . 
The set Wt(U,U) is enumerated by dovetailing the computation of the stages of the con- 
struction. Let W&U,l;j be the finite set enumerated at stage s of the construction. Let 
-1 
u<u,v> = 0. 
Stage s in the enumeration of WttU,~) 
Step 1. If there is a (n, a,} E E, , let u:~,~) = {(n, a,)} U o&f,,, and go to Step 4. 
Otherwise go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Ifs < u find the least n 4 domain u(“;lf*, . Define (I;,,,) = {(n, a,)} u $&, 
and go to Step 4. Ifs 2 u go to Step 3. 
Step 3. Find the least, uncancelled i, if any, such that II < i < s and there is an 
(x, Y> E C” for which @d(x, Y)) ,< m~x~~(@t(i+l~,))(w) I z < lx, y> and w = (x, y> or 
w = <Y, x> and %t(~+dw) < @~(t(~+l.z))(wRN. 
Step 3.1. If no such i exists find the least n $ domain (Js,<s a:,,,) . Let u;,,,~ = 
{(n, a,,)} u u&fv, . Go to Step 4. 
Step 3.2. If such i exists cancel i and pick the least corresponding (x, y) E 0. If 
<x, y) = (ui , a,) let a = (~*-~)-~(a~) and find the first pair of the form (n, a) E RN 
such that n $ domain u;&, . Let u;,,,) = ((n, a,)} u u&f+,, , and go to Step 4. Alternately 
if (x, y) = (a,, ui) find a pair (a, n) E R, . 
Step 4. Suppose we have just defined u&,(n) = a,. Define W&u,vl = {z 1 (3m E N) 
b&~.@l = G and 13 = (ai , a,} and (m, n) E RN] or [z = (a,, ai) and (n, m) E 
END of Stage s. 
Let u<u.k> = &d’:u,v> P and Wt(u,k) = USN w&v) . 
Several comments are in order: 
1. For every u and v and every x E domain Ek , u(~,~>(x) is defined and equal to 
E,(x) even though this definition might be made at some stage after a stage whose com- 
putation did not halt. This is because we dovetail the computation of stages. 
2. The question “K is the least number $ domain u;$, ?” is decidable 
(a) At Step 2 since at stages O,..., s - 1, the computations are all done at Steps 1 or 2 
and thus the computations of these stages all halt; 
(b) At Step 3.1 since Step 3 is then completed. 
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3. (~~-l)-l (q) is computable at Step 3.2 if this step is reached, by the same argument 
used in comment 2b. 
4. The computation at Step 4 is finite if this step is reached from Steps 2, 3.1 or 3.2. 
5. Thus a<,,,> and q+cu,*) are partial recursive (by the SORT) uniformly in u and o 
and an index for R, . 
6. If stage s in the enumeration of Wt(U,O) halts, then stage s in the enumeration of 
W t(,L,V) halts for every U. This is because the only place Wt(u,v) might not halt is at Step 3, 
and the calculations needed for convergence are the same here for every 21. Thus w or 
wR e Wt(i,oj 3 w or WR E Wt(i,oj for every v. 
7. For every s < u and for every w E C? either w or wR is in Wt(u,o) since A, is put 
into the total order at Step 1 or 2, and at Step 4 all of the elements included from C8 are 
enumerated. 
8. From this we can show that (Vs) (VU) (VW E Cs) [w or wR E Wt(v,oJ. For let u be 
given. By comment 7 we have that for s < u the claim is true. Let s > u be given. In 
order for Step 3 of stage s in the enumeration of Wt(u,o) to halt we must have that for 
everyj such that u < j < s + 1, and for every w E Cs, either w or wR is in Wt(i,o) . 
This is certainly true for j = s + 1. Suppose it is true for j + 1, j + 2,..., s + I. 
We show it is true for j. In Step 3 of the computation of stage s of Wt(j,o) we need to know 
that VW E Cs, Vj’ such that j < j’ < s + 1, w or wR E Wt(i,,o) . This is true by hypothesis. 
Thus w or wR E Wt~.o) . 
Therefore stage s in the enumeration of Wt(u,o) halts. 
9. o<~,~) is a recursive bijection of N onto A. We have seen that u(~,~) is partial 
recursive, and that all stages in the enumeration of Wt(,,,) halt. With a standard argument 
we can show that if there is some 1z not in the domain of ~~,,,s) , only a finite number of 
indices remain uncancelled. This contradicts the fact that all indics of G remain un- 
cancelled. 
10. For every u there is a v such that Wt(o,o) = Wt(u,u) . If u = 0 let v = 0. Other- 
wise, given U, choose (noneffectively) a v such that E, = {(m, n) 1 (3; < u)[[n = ai and 
a,,,,,(m) = n] or (3s)[i gets cancelled at stage s in the computation of CT~,~> and 
G,o,(4 = 41>* A straightforward but lengthly induction dan be used to show that Q(s) 
is true for all numbers s, where Q(s) is the predicate “the numbers i > u cancelled at 
stage s in the computation of u~,,~) and a(,*,) are the same, and +,,-,, = (rTU,+) , and 
w&l,,, = W&,0, .” 
Let R, = Wt(o,o) . By comment 9, R, is an r.e. total order on A of order type 01. 
Suppose Wi is a total order extending R, . Let j = t(;, v), where v is chosen as described 
in comment 10. We claim that for almost all (x, y) E R, , Qi((x, y)) > F(aj)((x, y)). To 
see this suppose that i is the least number such that Wi is a total order extending R, , 
but for infinitely many (x, y) E R, , @J(x, y)) < F(Gj)((x, y)). By an argument similar 
to that in Theorem 2.3 we can show that in the computation of Wt(o,o) we are eventually 
forced to cancel i by reversing some pair in Wi . Thus Wi does not extend R, , or Wi is 
not a total order, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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That 01 is an open ended order type is an essential hypothesis for this theorem, for 
otherwise we cannot obtain a.e. F speedups when F is sufficiently large. If F and G are 
domain preserving operators, then we write F > G a.e. when for all partial recursive 
$ (vmx E domain t4F’W(4 > WWI~ 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If A is an infinite r.e. set and OL is an r.e. order type which is not open 
ended, there is a o?omain preserving efiective operator G with the property that for every F, 
a domain preserving effective operator such that F > G a.e., no r.e. et-type total order on A 
has F speedup a.e. 
Proof. Let A be an infinite r.e. set, and let W, = A. Let 01 be an r.e. order type which 
is not open ended. By proposition 2.1 there is a recursive r such that for every RA which 
is an r.e. total order on A of order type cy, there is an index e’ for RA such that i.o. on 
RA , @et < r. Suppose F(#)((x, y)) > max{r((x, y)), # ((x, y))) a.e. and F is a domain 
preserving effective operator. Suppose, by way of contradiction, RA is a r.e. total order 
on A of order type LV which has F speedup a.e. Let iO be an index for RA for which 
(Wx, Y> E RA)Pi,(<x, Y)) < r(<x, r>>l. Then th ere is an index j for RA such that a.e. 
on RA , @p,O > F(@J. But F(cD~) > max{r((x, y)), aj((x, y))} for almost all (x, y) E RA . 
Thus we have infinitely many (x, y) E R, for which 
r((x, Y)) 3 @i,((x, Y)) > FCb,)(<x, Y)) 2 r((x, Y>), 
a contradiction. 
Let G(qJ = /\x max{r(x), p)i(x)}. Q.E.D. 
The previous proposition shows that we cannot in general obtain arbitrarily large a.e. 
speedups on total orders which are open ended. We now show that for any infinite r.e. 
A i.o. speedups of any desired size can be obtained for some total order on A of any order 
type. As before we deal separately with splitting order types and w-related order types. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A be an in&ite r.e. set, (Y a splitting order type, and F a domain 
preserving effective operator. Then there is an r.e. total order RA on A of order type OL which 
possesses an i.o. speedup property: (Vi) [Wi is an r.e. total order extending R, 3 (Zlj) 
Wi = R., and (Wx, Y> E Rd@d<x> Y)) > F(@,)(<x, r>)ll- 
The construction of RA is effective. 
Proof. This proof follows closely that of Theorem 3.5. We merely indicate here the 
departures from that proof. Let RN be an r.e. total order of order type 01 which splits N, 
say at no. Let C* = {(a0 , a,), <a,, a,,)}. Let {Ei}isn be a canonical indexing of all l-l 
functions with finite domain and range contained in A, except for those functions which 
contain n, in their domain or a, in their range. 
For every (u, v) let a:,,,) = {(q, , a,,)} and @$‘fU,uI = % . Dovetail the computation of 
stages in the enumeration of Wt(um9): 
Except for Step 3.2 the construction here is exactly the same as that of the previous 
theorem. 
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Ste$ 3.2. If such i exists cancel i and pick the least corresponding (x, y:> E C”. 
If (x, y) = (a, , a,) (ah. (a,, a,,)) find the first element of R, of the form (w, no) 
(alt. <no , w}) for which w $ domain o;&, . There is such a pair since RN splits N at 
no. Let o&,,~ = {(w, a,)} u c$$, . Go to Step 4. 
The remainder of the proof is the same that of Theorem 3.5, except that at the end 
we must show that we have i.o. instead of a.e. speedups. This is easily done, and is left 
to the reader. Q.E.D. 
We now show that there is a total order of order type w with i.o. speedups of any desired 
size on any infinite r.e. set A. The proof uses the “wait and see” technique of Theorem 2.9. 
THEOREM 3.8. If A is an in$nite r.e. set and F is a domain preserving eflective operator 
then there is an r.e. total order R, on A of order type w that possesses i.o. speedups: (Vi)[ W, is 
a total order extending R, =c- (lj)[W, = R, and (I” (x, y> E R4)[@i((x, y\) > F(@,j) 
(ix, y))]]]. The construction is effective in A and F. 
Proof. Suppose A is an infinite r.e. set and F is a domain preserving effective operator. 
Let a, , a, ,... be an effective enumeration of A without repetition. Let C” = {(ai , a,\, 
: t,us, ai> I i < s}. In this construction W&u,VJ refers to the set of pairs added to W((,,,, 
during the computation of stage s, and we refer to (Jsfcs W$p,u, as RS. 
Stage s in the enumeration of W$t,,,): 
Step 1. Find the least pair, if any, in D, of the form (a,, n) for some n E N. If there 
are none go to Step 2. Otherwise, let aiO, ai1 ,..., a, 8--1 be a complete listing of %(R”) in 
R” order. Insert as as the nth element of the list, i.e., let Wftu,V) = {(uij , a,) 1 j < n} U 
:(a,, ai,? I n <j < 4. EXIT Stage s. 
Step 2. If s > u go to Step 3. Otherwise place a, on the end of the total order R”. 
Let W” t(ll,?lj = {C”j 9 a,> l.i < $1. EXIT Stage s. 
Step 3. Find the least, uncancelled i, if any, such that u < i < s and there is an 
cI.1, y> in Cs for which ai((x, y)) < max{F(@,ci+,,,,)(w) / z ,( (x, y) and w = (x, y) or 
w .y= (y, xi and @r(t(i+l,z))(w) < CD ( (’ f t 2+l,z))(~R)}, and the condition of Step 3.2 holds, 
or the condition of Step 3.3 holds. 
Step 3.1. If no such i exists let Wifu,+,) = {(uj , a,> i j < s). EXIT Stage s. 
Step 3.2. If i is found with (x, y) of the form (a, , al;) for some K, cancel i and 
let TV:,?,,,, = I(aj , %? I j > s}. EXIT Stage s. 
Step 3.3. If i is found with (x, y) of the form (uk , a,) for some k, where for 
every j for which j = k or (a $, aj) E RS we have aj > i, then the need to cancel i takes 
priority over the need to avoid adding predecessors to the elemenis of ai . Cancel i and 
define W;(U,Vu) = ((aj , a,> / (aj , u!J E R”} U ((a, , aj) / j = k or (a7,, aj) E Ii”). 
END Stage s. 
Let Wth) = UssN W&) . 
The rest of the proof follows that of Theorem 3.5. The only major difference is that we 
must show that Wt(o,o) is a total order of order type W. Using the techniques of the 
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previous proof we can see that Wt(O,O) is a total order. Also, for every jE N, at stage j, 
when a, is added to s( Wt(O,o,), uj receives only finitely many W,(,,,)-predecessors. 
Subsequently, a, receives predecessors only at Step 3.3, and at most a, of them since it 
can acquire at most one new predecessor with the cancellation of each index less than aj . 
Therefore a, has only finitely many predecessor in Wt(o,O) .
The rest of the proof is left to the reader. Q.E.D. 
As we did in the previous section we can extend this Lo. complexity result to total 
orders of order type w + n, n + w-l and w + w-l. Thus we have 
COROLLARY 3.9. If A is an r.e. set and F is a domain preserving eflective operator, then 
there is an r.e. total order on A of any r.e. order type that possesses i.o. speedups of size F. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We have shown that certain ways of structuring sets of data items can result in very 
complex recognition problems, and even to speedup phenomena, independently of the 
complexity properties of the data set. Total orders were used because their strong structure 
was useful in several proofs. Another well studied property which leads to interesting 
results is “single-valuedness”. The investigation of other algebraic structures on r.e. sets 
is a further direction of study. Some relations, like that of partial order, are perhaps too 
weak to manifest such behavior. 
The partitioning of total orders into those with open or closed ends corresponds to 
some natural complexity properties. Do there exist other ways of partitioning the r.e. 
order types into natural classes which exhibit unique complexity properties ? The question 
is open. 
With Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 3.3 we have begun an investigation of the inherita- 
bility of complexity properties. There are many questions remaining to be answered in 
this area. 
Finally we have produced a simplified speedup construction using the Strong Operator 
Recursion Theorem. 
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